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Industrial fans face great challenges

The trend toward higher power densities in control cabinets, variable frequency drives and other industrial applications is further increasing cooling demand. That is also placing high demands on the fans used. David Krusemark, a sales engineer in the IVT-Industrial division of ebm-papst, will be making a presentation on the subject at the VDMA Forum as part of the SPS trade fair in Nuremberg.

EC fans are increasingly being used in industrial applications due to increasing power density and shortage of space. EC technology offers many advantages: The fans are demand-controlled and regulated, and their efficiency is clearly superior to that of AC fans.

The shift from legacy AC technology to energy-efficient EC technology results in new challenges. The reason for this is the sometimes major contamination of supply networks, often not in compliance with standards. EC fans have to meet the increasing demands of the industrial environment and, for example, have to be designed differently from fans designed for use in household applications. In recent years, ebm-papst has confronted this problem through numerous field tests. Based on intensive research and development work, the EC fans have now been modified for industrial use. Krusemark will discuss case studies and potential solutions in his presentation.

In the future, GreenIntelligence will enable more features such as predictive maintenance, condition monitoring, or the performance of additional control functions by the fan.
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About David Krusemark
David Krusemark (Dipl.-Ing. (FH)) has been working as a sales engineer in technical sales at ebm-papst since 2010. He studied mechatronics at the University of Applied Sciences in Ulm, after having completed a technical apprenticeship as a power electronics engineer specializing in plant engineering.

About SPS
Under the new name of “SPS – smart production solutions,” the trade show will take place in Nuremberg this year from November 26-28. SPS is an international trade fair for industrial electrical automation, systems and components. Visitors will benefit from innovative solutions in the field of automation, see numerous product presentations, and enjoy a varied and professionally specialized accompanying program. ebm-papst will be presenting new solutions in industrial drive and ventilation technology on stand 1-324 in hall 1.
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About ebm-papst
The ebm-papst Group, a family-run company headquartered in Mulfingen, Germany, is the world’s leading manufacturer of fans and motors. Since the technology company was founded in 1963, it has continuously set the global industry standard. With over 20,000 products in its range, ebm-papst provides the best energy-efficient, intelligent solution for virtually every ventilation or drive engineering task.

In fiscal year 2018/19, industry leader ebm-papst generated revenues of 2.18 billion euros. It employs over 15,000 people at 28 production sites (e.g. in Germany, China and the US) and in 48 sales offices worldwide. Fans and motors from the world market leader are used in most industries, including ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration, household appliances, heating, automotive and drive engineering.